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We are 
ARBITRAGEURS! 

We engage in 
Cryptocurrency Arbitrage.

The End Of Poverty
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Arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a 

price difference between two or more markets: 

striking a combination of matching deals that 

capitalize upon the imbalance, the profit being the 

difference between the market prices.

Arbitrage Trading has potential in making HEFTY SUMS.

Cryptocurrency arbitrage is made possible by a definitive 

differential in trading volumes between two or more markets. 

Unlike the stock market, the cryptocurrency isn’t centralized, 

therefore the difference in prices will significantly vary from 

one exchange to another. In the 1970’s, when the first 

computer made the trading process almost instantaneous, 

many traders realized they could easily pick up a commodity in 

a market where the prices were lower & simultaneously 

executing an order to sell in a different market where the 

commodity was much more expensive. Because of the growing 

demand for the quantitative systems made to spot aberrations 

in the bond and stock, as well as foreign exchange markets. 

There are not too many of these types of opportunities can be 

easily spotted, at least not ones a retail trader can reasonably 

profit from. For the exception of Digital Currencies. 
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Our qualified, expert, and consistent investment strategies 

empower us to commit to delivering satisfactory long-term 

returns to our clients. Our pride in our services is validated by 

our reputation as well as our commitment to being accessible. 

We do not just tell you what to do, we educate and 

communicate with all of our clients. This way our clients 

regardless of their experience in investing can be confident of 

our mutual approach. We are in this together. The uniting 

principle of everything we do is loyalty to our clients. 

Our Commitment

INVEST
Fund your Arbitude 

account with Bitcoin to 
activate any package 

from our plans.

Watch your investments 
growing everyday in 

your Arbitude account 
all 7 days of the week 

till 50 days.

Get the feel of receiving 
Automatic withdrawals 
directly to your Bitcoin 
wallet even while you 

sleep.

EXPLORE GET PAID
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Our technical and financial expertise means little if 

we cannot provide our clients with the assurance and 

assistance, they deserve every step of the way.

 

Our belief is that by committing to honesty, integrity, 

and customer satisfaction we will always do right by 

our clients and help them achieve their goals

CHECK OUR 
INVESTMENT PLANS

SILVER PLAN 3% DAILY FOR 50 DAYS

$30

Daily Returns: 
$0.9

Daily Returns: 
$1.5

Total Returns: 
$45

Total Returns: 
$75

Capital Included Capital Included

$50 $100

Daily Returns: 
$3

Daily Returns: 
$6

Total Returns: 
$150

Total Returns: 
$300

Capital Included Capital Included

$200 $500

Daily Returns: 
$15

Daily Returns: 
$30

Total Returns: 
$750

Total Returns: 
$1500

Capital Included Capital Included

$1000
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GOLD PLAN 4% DAILY FOR 50 DAYS

DIAMOND PLAN 5% DAILY FOR 50 DAYS

Daily Returns: 
$200

Daily Returns: 
$280

Total Returns: 
$10000 

Total Returns: 
$14000

Capital Included Capital Included

$2000 $3000 $5000 $7000

Daily Returns: 
$80

Daily Returns: 
$120

Total Returns: 
$4000

Total Returns: 
$6000

Capital Included Capital Included

$10000 $15000 $20000

Daily Returns: 
$500

Total Returns: 
$25000

Daily Returns: 
$750

Total Returns: 
$37500

Daily Returns: 
$1000

Total Returns: 
$50000

Capital Included Capital Included Capital Included



REFERRAL SYSTEM

VIDEO REVIEW INCOME
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NOTE

ROI will be generated everyday including Saturday and Sunday.

Zero fee on withdrawals.

Withdrawal of $10 will be automatically placed and processed 
by the website and will be transferred in 1 hour.

Referring is not compulsory to earn profits from your 
investments.

You can activate one or more packages in one account.

DIRECT REFERRAL BONUS: 7%
BINARY BONUS: 10%

You can earn 10 USD permonth by simply making 2 Review 

Videos regarding your experience in Arbitude.com

YOU

LEFT REFERRAL RIGHT REFERRAL
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Let’s imagine that on the left you have 15000 points and on the 

right, you have 10000 points. In this example you would receive 

on the right side that has a lower score. Then you would receive 

$1000 (10% over 10000 points)

Remaining 5000 points from the left side would be carry 

forwarded for the further bonus.

Daily limit to earn BINARY BONUS will be equal to your 

highest investment amount.

EXPLAINER: ($1=1 Point)          

You must activate a package in your account and active one 

Direct Referral on your both sides (left & right) to start 

earning BINARY BONUS.
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What is minimum investment amount?
 $30 is the minimum amount that you can invest and it will give you
 total $45 in 30 days.

What is minimum withdraw amount?
 $10 is the minimum withdrawable amount and it will be transferred
 AUTOMATICALLY into your Bitcoin wallet.

How many confirmations are required to complete the transaction?
 6 confirmations from Blockchain are required to complete the
 transaction.

How long does it take to receive withdrawals in our Bitcoin wallet?
 It takes less than 1 hour to receive withdrawals in your Bitcoin wallet.

When do I get my Referral Bonus paid in my Bitcoin Wallet?
 Referral Bonus and Binary Bonus are paid on every Wednesday.

Can I activate multiple packages?
 Yes, you can.

Can i create multiple accounts?
 Yes, you can.

How can i secure my user account?
 By activating Two Factor Authenticator (2FA) from 'Settings'
  section you can add a final layer of security.

What if I have not found the answer to my question?
 Contact Admin on Telegram @AdminAustin

FAQ



Total profit includes your invested amount.

Withdrawals will be placed and processed automatically by the 
website in 1 hour as soon as your earnings reach $10 or more.

Referral bonus and Binary bonus will be processed every Wednesday 
of the week.

Two active Direct Referrals one on the left and one on the right side 
are compulsory to start earning Binary Bonus.

Daily limit to earn Binary bonus will be equal to your highest 
investment.

T & C

WHY CHOOSE US?

Zero Sign Up fee

Zero withdrawal 
fee

Cloud base 
server

100% secured 
website

LONG TERM 
VISION

Re-investment 
not compulsory

Automatic & 
Instant payment

R.O.I for all 7 
days

Zero package 
activation fee

www.arbitrage.com
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LEGAL

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF A

PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Company Number 11387337

The Registrar of Companies for England and Wales, hereby certifies that

ARBITRAGE BOT LIMITED

is this day incorporated under the Companies Act 2006 as a private company, that the
company is limited by shares, and the situation of its registered office is in England
and Wales.

Given at Companies House, Cardiff, on 30th May 2018.

The above information was communicatedby electronic means and authenticatedby the

Registrar of Companiesunder section 1115 of the CompaniesAct 2006



Visit: www.arbitude.com

If you want to END YOUR POVERTY…
ARBITUDE is the ANSWER!

Company number 11387337

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!

Correspondence address

117 Wavertree Road, Brixton, London, United Kingdom, SW2 3SN

ARBITRAGE BOT LIMITED

The End Of Poverty

Jett WILLIAMSON
(DIRECTOR)


